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Computerized Time Clocks  

Time Clocks Time clocks collect employee time and attendance data. Our data collection devices fit your
unique work environment, and they reduce the time and cost of data collection. Time clocks simplify punching
In and Out and provide additional functions for supervisors and employees. These time clocks work
seamlessly with Attendance Enterprise.

No matter which data collection method(s) you choose, you can always find the right time clock for your
organization:

Employee Online Time Sheets
Employee Online Time Sheets Employee online time sheets: * Efficiently collect information from employees
with access to a PC * Reduce requests for archived time and attendance information by providing historical
data to employees online [Product Details...]

   

Hand Punch
Biometric Hand Readers Biometric hand reader technology makes buddy punching impossible. Advanced
biometric technology stores the unique geometry of each employeeâ€™s hand in a template. This template is
later used to identify that employee. Employees no [Product Details...]

  

I.T. 2100
I.T. 2100 The Intelligent Terminal 2100 is an advanced time clock that supports many functions. Employees
can punch in and out, transfer departments or jobs, review their schedules, check their vacation time balance,
and so on. The I.T. 2100 can also r [Product Details...]
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I.T. 3100
I.T. 3100 The I.T. 3100 is an industrial grade time recorder. It provides ATM-style function keys, multiple
reader options, and can operate in any kind of industrial environment. Employees punch In and Out and
perform many functions using a badge, PIN [Product Details...]

  

I.T. 900
The Intelligent Terminal 900 is a compact, easy to install, and low-maintenance time clock. It has a
40-character LCD display to give employees instructions and to display information. Red and green lights and
a beep provide further confirmation to employ [Product Details...]

  

Icon Time Systems RTC-1000
Icon Time SystemsÂ® SB-100 PROâ„¢ Universal Time Clock For the first time, a time clock that actively
assists you in managing your payroll cost through automatic alerts (approaching overtime, High/low hour
warnings and more). This versatile time clock [Product Details...]

  

IDpunch 3
IDpunch 3 The IDpunch 3 time recorder is a simple, low-cost way to gather employee In and Out punches
using a proximity reader. Proximity readers record employee start or end time when the employee waves a
badge near the time recorder. From purchase to [Product Details...]

  

IDpunch 7
IDpunch 7 The IDpunch 7 time recorder is a simple, low-cost way to gather employee In and Out punches
and perform many employee and supervisor functions using a PIN or badge entry. IDpunch 7 has the
following features: * Internet capability: [Product Details...]

  

Telephone-based Time Clocks
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Telephone-based Time Clocks Attendance Enterprise works seamlessly with the Telliris Attend
telephone-based data collection system. This interactive voice response system allows employees to punch,
check their schedules, receive messages from their sup [Product Details...]
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